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The writer (rather speciously) says, *nor can it be fairly urged . . . that glass-houses,
printing and damasking of stuffs and cloths consume large quantities, since those very
manufactures entirely depend on the growth and improvement of the City. . . . The
increase both of buildings and people is too evident to be deny'd, it were rather to be
•wished, it could be said, that an increase of trade contributed to the other increase; but
there seems to be much stronger reason for believing that it Is chiefly owing to other
causes, whereof the Union of England and Scotland may be reckoned one and another
(altogether as considerable) may be the Publick Funds, which have occasion'd the erecting
of several new offices and societies . . . and have brought great numbers of other people to
live in and about London; some upon the increase of their fortunes placed in the Exche-
quer, Bank, etc., to great advantage, and others to deal in stocks and funds, which being of
that largeness and extent, have furnish'd new and shining equipages which have increased
great variety of town traffick and employment . . .* (A Computation of the Increase of
London „ . . 1719)
{7) Heberden, Observations on the Increase and Decrease of different Diseases, 1801,
p. 32.
(8) Correspondence between Rickman and Sir F. d'lvemois, 1827, printed in Minutes
of Evidence of the Population Bill Committee, 1830. Rickman thought that neither the
registered burials nor the deaths had increased in the last 120 years.
Average of registered burials in London:
1700-1780
1781-1790	23,080
1791-1800	24,470
1801-1810	22,164
1811-1820	23,331	(ibid.)
(9) Population Returns ior 1811, Appendix, p. 20; Returns for 1821, p. 160. If the ratio
of registered baptisms to the total population was not constant, but was lower at the height
of the gin-drinking period, as there seems reason to suppose, the population of London in
1750 would be greater than Rickman's estimate, and the death-rate correspondingly less
(10)	Proportions of baptisms to burials in London according to the Bills:
Baptisms	Burials
1680-1700                       68 1	to	i,oco
1700-1720                      721	to	1,000
1720-1740                      649	to	1,000
1740-1760                       638	to	1,000
(four years) i7<Si— 1765                       644	to	1,000
(C. Smith, Tracts	on the	Com Trade, Supplement, p. 23.)
(11)	*The present fever (1741) on its first appearance seldom fixed itself on any but the
poor people, and especially on such as lived in large towns, workhouses or prisons,
Country people and farmers seemed for the most part exempt from it** It was ascribed to
millers and bakers using flour composed of horse-beans, peas, coarse unsound barley, etc.,
*in the late scarcity and dearness of provisions*. (MaitLaixd, History of London, 1756, i, p.
621.)
 (12)	Chalmers, Domestic (Economy^ 1812, p. 261.
 (13)	c£ Defoe on. the increase of London between 1725 and 1727: 'Since our last volume
[1725] we have to add ... a large variety both of publick and private buildings; as a new

